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my name is... and I'm currently incarcerated at Folsom C.I. (S.H.U.) in North Carolina where there's a tremendous health hazard to the inmate population as well as staff for they spend 22hrs in here daily.

I'm going straight to the point if you don't mind. This place (prison unit) is a cesspool of bacteria, germs, viruses and God knows what else!! There is feces, urine, blood, sweat, food, juice and all kinds of stuff cake up on the floors, walls, ceiling, air vents are clogged up with just don't do any type of real cleaning around here they might sweep once in a while or mop once in a green month... you'll get insects around here with bugs all over their bodies. Flies, crickets, beetles ect... in their cells as well. I've written grievances to no avail, cause they'll come clean up the block I'm in once to say on grievance that I'm lying because block was just cleaned up never cleaned up again. When I complained they got upset because they have to call DJ from reg. pod faction to come clean up. It's due to the fact that this is a Supermax lock up unit, they have to execute the DJ then the whole unit to clean up. They don't like doing that because it's because time consuming!! They just want to sit around doing nothing...
So when I complained, they will retaliate by bringing me my food cold or not giving me my daily vitamins or other petty stuff like taking the sheet & taking off my food trays or giving me a tray with a little bit of food on it etc... call me a snitch! I am afraid for my health. I have written the Director of Prisons, Wardens, Lt. Capt., Sgt., everybody to no avail. So now I come to you for help. Someone needs to conduct an surprise inspection in this place, because in 911 no they did an audit and pointed these things out to the inspectors and they just looked at me and laughed and kept it moving. But I noticed that they were just like that, they were inspecting their own prisons themselves. Somebody has to come see this place for real. You could see the shit scattered on the walls & ceilings in holding cells were they held mental patients & never cleaned it well. Thank you for your time & attention in this most important matter... please send help.

Sincerely yours